Two years ago the National Centre for Scientific Research “Demokritos” launched the Industrial Research Fellowship Program, made possible by a generous donation from the Stavros Niarchos Foundation. The Program is aimed at talented Researchers, Doctoral Candidates or at a Postdoctoral level with a strong interest in applied, industrial research.

All the Fellows have been selected for either three or four-year tenures after open calls for proposals, followed by peer-reviewed processes by a network of Experts from Universities and Research Centers from all over Greece. Each project was reviewed by at least two experts. The evaluation criteria were focused on the excellence of the Applicants’ academic profile, the scientific merit of their proposals and the degree of commitment and involvement of the supporting Companies in the proposed research. The progress of each Fellow has been closely monitored and evaluated every year by Committees of Researchers set at Demokritos.

It is today with joy and a sense of pride that we present the progress and the achievements of all the participants. We hope that these last two years have been productive and fruitful for the Fellows and for the Companies that sponsor them. For Demokritos the SNF Industrial Fellowship Program is a unique and wonderful experience. It has not only paved the way for more successful collaborative research projects attracting European and National grants, but predominantly for a change of culture in the Centre and the way we interact with innovation-driven companies. A mindset for technology transfer has been established and innovative ideas that are bloomed in the Centre’s laboratories are beginning to get the support they deserve.

Knowledge-based economy has long been considered to be an impossible target for Greece. Against these odds at Demokritos we are dedicated in sustaining and growing a dynamic ecosystem that nourishes research talent and innovative entrepreneurship.

The Board of Directors of “Demokritos” congratulates each and every one of the Fellows and the participating Companies. Once again we express our gratitude to the Stavros Niarchos Foundation for believing that Demokritos could produce high-impact industrial research in collaboration with some of the most dynamic Greek companies and for making the entire Program possible.

On behalf of the Board of Directors
Georgios Nounesis, Chairman
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Almost two years after the kick-off the project and due to the commercial launch of NB-IoT networks in Greece (May 2019) our project has brought to commercialization the first two initial products:

1. A Capacitance NB-IoT Diesel Fuel Level Sensor for the characterization of fuel tanks operating in atmospheric pressure. The sensor has reached a TRL level readiness of 9 (actual system proven in operational environment). Industrialization is under way. The sensor has been gradually installed in various Pilot projects whereas it has been already provide to clients of SNV Engineering. The first project in Greece under contract is being delivered within May 2019.

2. A Pressure NB-IoT sensor for water. The water pressure sensor has been developed using membrane technology from the Materials & Membranes Laboratory and has reached a TRL level of 9.

Although this sensor is currently out of scope, since the liquid under characterization is water and various other types of water (grey water, industrial water, sewage water, etc), for SNV Engineering Ltd the water sensor creates a new market in the APAC region, where water level of tanks either man-made (reservoirs, cisterns) or nature-made (lakes, rivers, etc) are of special interest.

Currently the team works on a specific membrane technology tailor-made to characterize diesel tanks using pressure. Once the recipe of the membrane is concluded, a second type of characterization sensor of diesel tanks will be launched. So far, this project has reached maturity of TRL equal to TRL 4.
The main proposal objective is the fast detection of pathogen and/or spoilage bacteria in milk and juices using Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) arrays integrated on silicon chips. The study targets the simultaneous detection of two pathogens, namely Salmonella spp. and Escherichia coli in milk, and one spoilage bacteria, Alicyclobacillus acidoterrestris, in juice samples through a state-of-the-art label-free sensor, already developed by NCSR “Demokritos” (NCSRD) that is, for the first time, employed for bacteria detection. To achieve this goal, a rabbit polyclonal antibody was developed, in cooperation with Dr. E. Livaniou, for A. acidoterrestris and appropriate antibodies against S. typhimurium and E. coli were selected from the international market. All the antibodies were characterized by high titers, and the respective ELISAs developed were sensitive with detection limits (LODs) for all three bacteria around 10³ cfu/mL. The ELISA assay protocols were transferred to the MZI chip and further optimized. To transform the chip to biosensor, its surface was activated through oxygen plasma and modified with aminosilane followed by an appropriate microspotting protocol for selective spatial activation of each single MZI on the chip with specific biorecognition moieties. To improve the sensor performance, three different fluidic modules, plain, S-shape and serpentine, were tested and the latter exhibited the optimum characteristics in terms of signal repeatability and detection sensitivity. Employing a 3-step assay configuration, the detection of S. typhimurium and E. coli was achieved in a total assay time of 10 min with LODs down to 2x10² cfu/mL.

Company Mentor:
Maria Dikaiouliya
www.vivartia.com

Scientific Mentor:
Sotirios Kakabakos

Immunoassays &
Immunosensors Laboratory
Institute of Nuclear &
Radiological Sciences & Technology, Energy and Safety

Conferences
• EUROPT/RCODE XIV, Naples, Italy, 2018
• 11th Aegean Analytical Chemistry Days (AACD2018), Crete, Greece, 2019

Advanced Multifunctional Coatings for Outdoor Applications

The proposed project is aiming at the development of novel, high-performance multifunctional paints/coatings combining hydrophobic/self-cleaning/anti-icing properties with mechanical durability and enhanced weather stability.

To that end, incorporation of specially developed silica-based nanoadditives will be pursued in actual coatings formulations.

Special attention is given to the structural characteristics (such as size, shape, apparent density) of silica nanoparticles and their surface functionalization, attaching appropriate functional groups that will impart poor water wetting to the final coating. In particular, cubic siloxanes (silsesquioxanes) have been synthesized from the hydrolytic condensation of an organosilicon precursor, allowing the design and “construction” of materials with extremely well-defined dimensions and behavior. Cubic siloxanes of the type X₈Si₈O₁₂, where X can be a single or a more complex functional group, have been employed as precursor reagents.

The silylating reagents exhibit different end groups (e.g. methyl, fluoro groups) and different alkyl chain lengths. Moreover, monodisperse and uniform-sized silica nanoparticles have been prepared using ultrasonication during the sol-gel process. The nanoparticles are obtained by hydrolysis of silica precursors in ethanol medium.
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Institute of Nuclear & Radiological Sciences & Technology, Energy and Safety
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The aim of the project is the development of self-healing cement composites with the ability to repair micro-cracks and defects of the cement matrix without the need of external intervention. Thus, ensuring the improved durability of structures, reduced maintenance cost and a lower environmental footprint.

The main research objectives include:

a) development and evaluation -at laboratory scale- of a group of self-healing cement composites that will incorporate different types of encapsulated healing agents, such as active mineral admixtures and hydraulic phases and

b) development of an encapsulation methodology and optimization of solid dispersion parameters, mechanical properties of the produced microcapsules, rheological properties of wet mixtures, microstructural and mechanical properties of hardened mixtures.

During the first two years of the project implementation the following objectives have been achieved:

1. the healing efficiency of several types of healing admixtures incorporated in mortar mixtures was assessed, including crystalline admixtures, cementitious materials, expansive agents as well as nano-structures like G0NPs,

2. limitation factors pertaining to the self-healing efficiency were studied, such as time when cracking occurs, healing period, crack width etc.

3. quantification of self-healing efficiency was established, by developing methodological protocols for assessing the crack recovery sealing effect against water permeability, water absorption and strength recovery after compressive and flexural damage

4. two encapsulation methodologies were developed, aiming to the production of core-shell particles of varying diameter and cargo capacity.

During the nine-month period (09/2018 – 05/2019) the following objectives of the project were achieved. All the goals of work package (WP) 1 and one objective of WP2 were fulfilled according to the initial time schedule. More specifically, a comprehensive literature review was undertaken for semi-empirical (integral) and CFD models for pollutant dispersion from complex industrial facilities (e.g. tank farms). As a result, the collected material was used for the preparation of a review paper. The main goal of WP1 was to gain an insight into the performance of the models along with their capabilities and limitations. The review also helped us to select the most appropriate model for our considered cases.

Subsequently, two meetings with Motor Oil Hellas (MOH) were held for discussing the initial selection of the appropriate accident scenarios and for collecting the appropriate material (e.g. safety study, P&IDs, Emergency plans) for the considered study (first meeting). In the second meeting, I delivered the first version of a technical report regarding the assessment of large hydrocarbon tank fire scenarios in the area of oil refinery. Then, I discussed the results of my study with my mentors and high-experienced personnel from MOH in order to assess and compare the obtained results with previous studies.

Currently, I gain experience with the integral code SOCRATES in order to begin the model development for the considered cases according to the time schedule and the last meeting with MOH.
The project aims in developing graphene nanocomposites with enhanced electrochemical performance that can be used in supercapacitors. Electrical double layer capacitors (EDLCs), like carbon materials, and pseudocapacitors usually function together in a supercapacitor. Graphene consists of a single sheet of carbon atoms that when they are rolled into tubes, they form Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) with high tensile strength. The dispersion of carbon nanomaterials is critical for the development of good nanocomposites, as serious agglomeration usually occurs. Fine, stable, aqueous dispersions have been produced by graphene and CNTs using the aid of a surfactant. Iron oxide nanowires have been synthesised in order to be used as pseudocapacitors. The combination of graphene, CNTs and nanowires improves the electrode performance, as graphene acts as a bridge in the empty space between the nanowires and increases the surface area; whereas the additives impede graphene sheets from restacking and create conductive interconnections between the individual sheets. 1D fibers have been spun using a home-made system that was built. Different coagulation baths have been used and the resulting graphene fibers have been used as electrodes for solid state, flexible supercapacitors. 2D thin films have been fabricated by electrophoretic deposition of graphene and CNTs onto copper and stainless steel. Electrodeposition consists of the electrophoretic motion of charged colloidal particles in a suspension that migrate and form a film at the electrode, under an applied electric field. Hybrid supercapacitors have been fabricated by this one-step deposition method that is a low-cost technique that does not require any heating or sintering.

Conferences
- 12th Panhellenic Scientific Conference of Chemical Engineering, Athens, Greece, May 2019
- Researcher's Night, NCSR Demokritos, Athens, Greece, October 2018
The project is progressing according to the technical program. Research has been performed regarding state of the art for printed sensors and sensors on flexible substrate and materials and geometries have been decided. Sensors and devices have been fabricated and evaluated for different use cases. More specifically, theoretical background – requirements (WP1) has been completed. A study of each sensor, alongside with state of the art and device requirements definition have been documented. For design and fabrication of sensing elements (WP2), results from WP1 for material and geometry selection were utilized for humidity, temperature, strain and flow sensors. A parametric study and prototyping yielded a set of inkjet-printed AgNP and PEDOT:PSS humidity, temperature and compressive and tensile strain sensors, as initially planned for the 2nd quarter of the second year. A 2D flow sensor on flexible substrate was also fabricated; this sensor is of high importance for applications in harsh environments, while allowing for installation in non-planar surfaces. Modelling of the flow sensor incorporated a neural network for further describing its response to flow vector, accurately extracting both flow rate and angle of attack. This sensor finds direct application to flow sensing problems described in the initial proposal. All aforementioned sensors are currently being further evaluated for WP3, Evaluation of Sensing Elements; additionally, a relationship between PEDOT:PSS Seebeck coefficient and Carbon Quantum Dots as fillers for custom inkjet inks has been identified and investigated, for more efficient inkjet-printed thermoelectric generators on Kapton substrate.

Company Mentor: Nick Arapkoules
www.helixinc.com

BARMPAKOS DIMITRIS
A Multi Parametric Measurement and Control System Implemented on Flexible Substrates with Printed Technologies
d.barmpakos@inn.demokritos.gr

The project is progressing according to the technical program. Research has been performed regarding state of the art for printed sensors and sensors on flexible substrate and materials and geometries have been decided. Sensors and devices have been fabricated and evaluated for different use cases. More specifically, theoretical background – requirements (WP1) has been completed. A study of each sensor, alongside with state of the art and device requirements definition have been documented. For design and fabrication of sensing elements (WP2), results from WP1 for material and geometry selection were utilized for humidity, temperature, strain and flow sensors. A parametric study and prototyping yielded a set of inkjet-printed AgNP and PEDOT:PSS humidity, temperature and compressive and tensile strain sensors, as initially planned for the 2nd quarter of the second year. A 2D flow sensor on flexible substrate was also fabricated; this sensor is of high importance for applications in harsh environments, while allowing for installation in non-planar surfaces. Modelling of the flow sensor incorporated a neural network for further describing its response to flow vector, accurately extracting both flow rate and angle of attack. This sensor finds direct application to flow sensing problems described in the initial proposal. All aforementioned sensors are currently being further evaluated for WP3, Evaluation of Sensing Elements; additionally, a relationship between PEDOT:PSS Seebeck coefficient and Carbon Quantum Dots as fillers for custom inkjet inks has been identified and investigated, for more efficient inkjet-printed thermoelectric generators on Kapton substrate.

Company Mentor: Nick Arapkoules
www.helixinc.com

CHAITOGLOU STEFANOS
Graphene Based Hybrid Composites for Technology Applications
s.chaitoglou@inn.demokritos.gr

We have put a lot of effort on the research regarding Mo2C/graphene heterostructures. We have investigated the properties of this class of heterostructures as catalysts on the hydrogen evolution reaction, demonstrating the beneficial role of graphene on the catalytic activity of Mo2C films. Also, we were the first to report the heterostructure growth on liquid copper based alloys, at reduced temperatures, via chemical vapor deposition. Lately, we have studied the enhanced catalytic activity of this heterostructure when reversing its vertical order. The above work has produced two articles in peer-reviewed journal, while a third is under revision. In addition, we have achieve the growth of 4-inch single layer graphene films on copper substrates, via chemical vapor deposition. These films are transferred on Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) films, to reduce the permeability of the second on He gas. For the above purpose, we have developed a transfer methodology to enable the transfer of graphene films on soft TPU films, via the assistance of a thermal release tape as support film.

Company Mentor: Zampia Kalogridi
www.adamant-composites.gr

Conferences
• EUROSENSORS 2018, Graz, Austria, 2018
• TRANSUDCERS 2019, Berlin, Germany, 2019

Publications

Conferences
• Graphene 2019, Rome, Italy

Publications
• Direct vs reverse vertical 2-dimensional Mo2C/graphene heterostructures for enhanced hydrogen evolution reaction electrocatalysis; under revision, Inter. J. of Hydrogen Ener.
• Very large remanent polarization in ferroelectric Hf1-xZrxO2 grown on Ge substrates by plasma assisted atomic oxygen deposition Appl. Phys. Lett. 114 (2019) 112901 (I.F. 3.495)
• Mo2C/graphene heterostructures: low temperature chemical vapor deposition on liquid bimetallic Sn–Cu and hydrogen evolution reaction electrocatalytic properties Nanotechnology 30 (2019) 125401 (I.F. 3.404)
• Insight and control of the chemical vapor deposition growth parameters and morphological characteristics of graphene/Mo2C heterostructures over liquid catalyst Journal of Crystal Growth 495 (2018) 46–53 (I.F. 1.742)
In an effort to develop novel, multifunctional pharmaceutical nanomaterials with enhanced bioavailability and targeted antitumor activity against prostate cancer we have:

a) synthesized PSMA inhibitors of the urea type,

b) synthesized amino-terminated (full-generation) PAMAM dendrimers via the convergent and divergent synthetic methods,

c) synthesized PEG6K-G4-OH via the general polycondensation procedure between Bis-MPA and PEG,

d) synthesized Artemisinin (ART)-loaded (AHDSs) bis-MPA nano-matrices,

e) investigated structural and textural properties of the newly synthesized materials by different and complementary characterization techniques such as elemental analysis, particle size distribution, z-potential, FT-IR, FESEM, HRTEM, and solution NMR,

f) compared and evaluated the suitability of these matrices as potential nanocarriers regarding their drug loading, entrapment efficiency and release profile, and

The incorporation of ART inside the HDSs interior was accomplished via the "molecular encapsulation process". FESEM and HRTEM images of the AHDS sample indicated the presence of globular NPs with sizes between 125-350 nm. The ζ-potential value of the obtained AHDSs was -3.71 ± 1.2 mV. The in situ ART entrapment efficiency was estimated to be 70.82%, whereas the loading capacity was 19.14%, respectively. The average ART release percentage during 48 h of study was 77.12%. Treatment of the PC3 prostate cancer cells and MCF-7 breast cancer cells for 24 h, 48 h and 72 h, revealed the non-toxic nature of the empty HDSs and the significantly enhanced cytotoxicity of AHDSs compared to free ART after 48 h and 72 h of treatment.
CHIOTI G. AFRODITI

Development of an Alternative Method for the Reduction of Microbial Load in Anaerobic Digestion systems based on Photocatalysis

The TiO2 based photocatalyst has great potential for the disinfection of pathogens along with its well-known usefulness on various chemical pollutants. The disinfection property of TiO2 is primarily attributed to surface generation of reactive oxygen species as well as free metal ions formation. In this project, TiO2 based photocatalyst was used for the disinfection of the liquid digestate derived from anaerobic digestion systems i.e. biogas plant. It was found that disinfection of water contaminated with two bacterial strains (107 cfu/ml Escherichia coli and 106 cfu/ml Enterococcus faecalis) happened within the first 10 minutes (reduction of 3 logarithms) whereas total inactivation was achieved after 120 minutes (0.1 g/L P25, Degussa). Microbial revitalization experiments showed that the sample remained decontaminated.

Through modifications, we explore novel mechanical arrangements while a method currently, we try to improve TiO2 disinfection capacity and overall performance experiments show that temperatures above 40°C can lead to false positive results. Required almost the triple time for disinfection (70 hours). Furthermore, temperature showed a reduction of 3 logs after 25 hours of photocatalysis. Undiluted samples the first 3 hours of photocatalysis. It was found that the sample of 0.5 g/L of P25 showed a reduction of 3 logs after 25 hours of photocatalysis. Undiluted samples required almost the triple time for disinfection (70 hours). Furthermore, temperature experiments show that temperatures above 40°C can lead to false positive results.

Currently, we try to improve TiO2 disinfection capacity and overall performance through modifications, we explore novel mechanical arrangements while a method for the treatment of real digestate samples is optimized to scale up the procedure.

CHOLEVA EVANGELIA

Nanostructured adsorbents and membranes for biogas refining and upgrade via H2S capture and CO2/CH4 separation processes.

The aim of the project is the development of a new innovative and economically feasible process for the upgrading of the biogas to biomethane grade fuel through the removal of its two main pollutants, H2S and CO2. At the first stage new carbon-based adsorbents for the selective removal of hydrogen sulphide with adsorption capacity over 8.0 mmol H2S/g and diffusion coefficient higher than 10-6 cm2/s were produced. Potassium hydroxide modified activated carbon materials (12) were prepared and wet impregnation with ionic liquids follows (9 materials). The preparation parameters of all stages (synthetic process, treatment duration, temperatures, solvents, concentrations etc) has been studied in order to find the optimum synthetic conditions. The modified and impregnated materials have been characterized using liquid nitrogen porosimetry and performing H2S adsorption isotherms measurements at various temperatures (30-70°C) and pressures (1-10 bar) in order to determine the sorption capacity and the adsorption kinetics (Diffusivity). Comparing the results obtained it became clear that potassium hydroxide modification increases the surface area of the carbon material up to 60%. Furthermore, the ionic liquid impregnation of the activated carbon materials that follows fills the pores of the material and the surface area were decreased but still the pore width is adequate to favours the H2S adsorption and the sorption capacity is higher than 8.0 mmol H2S/g sorbent. Alternative adsorbents like amino functionalized carbon materials will be prepared in order to determine the most economically feasible synthetic process along with the suitable modified activated carbon.

Conferences
- 12th National Conference in Chemical Engineering, Athens, Greece, 2019
- Zootecnia 11th International Fair for livestock and poultry, Information event for Biogas and agricultural development: Innovations technologies and prospects, Thessaloniki, Greece, 2019

Other distinctions
- «NH3END» (project code T1EDK-00406), Research project co-financed by the European Union and Greek national funds through the Operational Program Competitiveness, Entrepreneurship and Innovation, under the call RESEARCH - CREATE - INNOVATE
The objectives of this project in brief are: (a) to provide information on the presence and potential formation of selected emerging pollutants and their transformation products (TPs) throughout the water supply system of EYDAP S.A. (water sources, treatment, distribution network), (b) to elucidate the degradation pathways and produced TPs of selected emerging pollutants using advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) and finally (c) to provide a useful dataset of water quality data and register the main risks in the water supply system, enabling the initial formation of a Water Safety Plan (WSP) for organic pollutants and their TPs. So far the fellow has achieved to develop methods for the reliable determination of organic compounds in the water supply system of EYDAP, including: (a) markers of sewage pollution for surface waters, using SPE-GC-MS/MS and SPME-GC-MS/MS, (b) cyanotoxins (CTs) and related cyanobacterial metabolites in surface water, biomass and higher levels of the food chain (fish tissues), (c) taste & odour compounds (T&O) present in surface water, applying non-targeted and targeted screening using HS-SPME-GC-MS and (d) several disinfection by-products (haloacetic Acids: HAAs), using direct LC-MS/MS. The fellow has also studied the formation of TPs from representative compounds of emerging pollutants (cyanotoxins, T&O, dichlorophenol, etc), using AOPs such as γ-radiolysis, sonication, photocatalytic degradation using TiO2 (suspension or immobilized surface), and the role of various individual reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the degradation mechanism. A database of organic compounds posing as potential risks to the water supply system has been created and is constantly being updated, incorporating mass spectral data and physicochemical properties of organic pollutants, including CTs and cyanobacterial metabolites, T&O, HAAs and oxidation products of selected pollutants.

Conferences
- 6th International Symposium on Marine and Freshwater Toxins Analysis, Baiona, Spain, 2017
- SETAC Europe 28th Annual Meeting, Rome, Italy, 2018
- 11th International conference on toxic cyanobacteria*, Krakow Poland, 2019
- 17th International Conference on Chemistry and the Environment ICCE 2019, Thessaloniki, Greece, 2019
- 6th Environmental applications of advanced oxidation processes EAAOP-6, Portoroz Slovenia, 2019.

Other distinctions
- EDBM B’ Cycle: Young scientists support grant – Study of anticancer drug accumulation in intervertebral discs and their effect in cell ageing* NCSR “Demokritos”-Institute of Biosciences and Applications

Company Mentor: Triantafyllos Kalotheus
www.eydap.gr

Scientific Mentor: Anastasia Hiskia

Christoforidis Christoforos
From Source to Tap Risk Assessment of Organic Pollutants in the Drinking Water Cycle of Athens
c.christoforidis@inn.demokritos.gr

Dagioglou Maria
Human Robot Collaboration Human Collaborator Representation for Robot Autonomous Decisions
mdagiogl@iit.demokritos.gr

Enabling humans and robots to collaborate frees human workers from doing heavy and repetitive tasks while allowing the execution of tasks that cannot be fully automated and necessitate human cognitive skills. Such collaboration has a high potential economic impact and is expected to play a catalytic role towards reshoring production, increasing the productivity of SMEs and meeting new market requirements and consumer needs.

The overall objective of the project is to advance robot capabilities that will allow for physical Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC) at shared workspaces without fences. As a first step towards safe and fluent collaboration, the robot must be able to perceive the pose and movements of the human collaborator. During the first year, the project experimented with existing human body recognition methods and evaluated their accuracy and efficiency in realistic environments. Moreover, it investigated how human position can be integrated in the robot motion planning and collision avoidance mechanisms to allow fluent interaction.

Moving forward, the project aims at developing methods that infer short-term human intentions based on their movements and thus predicting immediate-future actions. Using human representation and intention inference, the ultimate goal is to endorse robot with decision making capabilities that serve the purposes of safe and fluent collaboration.

Company Mentor: Stylianos Pantelopoulos
portal.singularlogic.eu/en

Scientific Mentor: Vangelis Karkalekis

Company Mentor: Triantafyllos Kalotheus
www.eydap.gr

Scientific Mentor: Anastasia Hiskia

Catalytic Photocatalytic Processes and Environmental Analysis Laboratory
Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology

Software and Knowledge Engineering Laboratory
Institute of Informatics & Telecommunications

Company Mentor: Triantafyllos Kalotheus
www.eydap.gr

Scientific Mentor: Anastasia Hiskia

Catalytic Photocatalytic Processes and Environmental Analysis Laboratory
Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology

Software and Knowledge Engineering Laboratory
Institute of Informatics & Telecommunications
DAVVETAS ATHANASIOS

Combination of Diverse Types of Data for Analytics in Insurance and Legal Contexts
tdavvetas@it.demokritos.gr

Athanasios Davvetas has studied fundamental definitions and concepts in the areas of Probability Theory, Statistics and Machine Learning, which are directly related to the field of study of his thesis (deep learning). Furthermore, he studied research methods concerning the collection and utilisation of results from experiments, writing practices, as well as organising and presenting said results in scientific papers. He conducted a study of relevant literature on neural networks, which are fundamental for the implementation of his working hypothesis. In addition, a literature study was conducted on combining heterogeneous data and their utilisation by neural networks, as well as, combining different relation database schemas (schema matching). By studying the relevant literature, he concluded to his working hypothesis "External heterogeneous data evidence improves deep representations", which evaluated experimentally. He designed a deep learning method of learning representations according to external categorical evidence, utilised to improve a primary task. His proposed method called “Evidence Transfer” has been evaluated using text and image datasets with the primary task of learning representations for clustering, while introducing multiple sources and various kinds of external evidence. Moreover, he provided a probabilistic interpretation of the effects of evidence transfer method on the latent representations by comparing his method to a well-received method of information theory called “Information Bottleneck”. To verify the hypothesis of his probabilistic interpretation he conducted an empirical study on the latent feature relevance inspired by feature selection and feature ranking methods.

Company Mentor: Takis Varelas
www.danaos.gr

Software and Knowledge Engineering Laboratory
Institute of Informatics & Telecommunications
Scientific Mentor: Vangelis Karkaletsis

Ellinas Kosmas

Optimizing Razor Blades Using Plasma Processing
k.ellinas@inn.demokritos.gr

The proposal had two major objectives organized in six (6) work packages.

- The first objective was to develop new manufacturable processes on existing coatings, or new plasma deposited or other coatings.
- The second objective was to develop new characterization methods for the coatings on the razor blade.

We already have some interesting results such as
1) Important knowledge was gained on the role of coating hydrophobicity in blade performance.
2) Superhydrophobic blades were prepared and evaluated.
3) An activation process has been developed and it is used to improve the adhesion of the coatings that are currently under development.
4) A new characterization method has been developed. It is a quick screening test done on stack of blades using contact angle measurements.

Company Mentor: Kostas Mavroidis & Christos Pandis
http://gr.bicworld.com

Conferences
- Superhydrophobicity and Wetting Symposium, Aalto University, Finland, 2018

Publications
- Superhydrophobic Fabrics with Mechanical Durability Prepared by a Two-Step Plasma Processing Method Coatings 8 (10), 351 (Featured article).
In this project the objective is the development of the AirSensis, an accurate, small, low cost smart sensor system having application packages, aiming to commercial product. The area of interest is the indoor air environment monitoring and control for home and work. AirSensis measures every minute a number of parameters namely time, place, temperature, humidity, pressure, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, PM10, PM2.5, PM2.5, VOCs, NO2, etc.

At this stage of development, AirSensis is a smart IoT device that interacts using Wi-Fi, mobile phone, on line platform that provides data visualisation. The on line data base of the system has been generated and the data analysis algorithm that will be used for further services or products, is now in the design phase. At this moment three working prototypes have been developed and another one is in progress for a patent. All of them have low cost, high stability, low uncertainty, tested in real work and home environmental conditions. The developed prototypes already are close to the level of TRL 6 and more options are designed for different commercial purposes.

We have participated at one European (2017) and one (2018) International Aerosol Conference, to the international exhibition 2018 TIF and to the 2nd Phase of the 9th Innovation & Technology Competition Competition “Four-day Bootcamp MATCH & DEVELOP A START-UP” of the National Bank of Greece - Athens University of Economics and Business in 2018, for disseminating our results and assist in attracting business partners towards full commercialization.

Company Mentor:
Georgios Sarigiannidis
www.mensis.com

Scientific Mentor:
Kostas Eleftheriadis

Conferences
- European Aerosol Conference 2017, Zurich, Switzerland
- 10th International Aerosol Conference 2018, Missouri, USA

Publications
- A European aerosol phenomenology-6: Scattering properties of atmospheric aerosol particles from 28 ACTRIS sites, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 2017
- A new method to retrieve the real part of the equivalent refractive index of atmospheric aerosols, 2018, “Journal of Aerosol Science”, 117, 54, 62

Next- generation Desalination membranes and hybrid systems (NEXT-DESAL)

After one year, since the project started, progress has been achieved regarding the first two objectives, that is synthesizing (i) aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) membranes and (ii) double layered hollow fibre (HF) membranes. These membranes are intended to be used for desalination purposes in the nanofiltration (high pressure) and the forward osmosis (low pressure) system set-ups. For the first objective, multi-walled (CNTs) were attempted to be grown within the pores of ceramic (alumina) membranes both flat and tubular through the chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method.

The aim is to produce sub-nanometer pores that will, according to current research, increase multi-fold the water flow across the membranes. For the second objective, commercial HF membranes were modified with polymers, Dopamine and PEI, and filler material such as CNTs and/or GO. Research for these two objectives is still ongoing and their water treatment performance with regard to desalination has yet to be evaluated. Additionally, hydrophobic (PVDF, PTFE) flat commercial membranes were modified with PVA (a hydrophilic polymer). These membranes have been successfully evaluated for their desalination performance in a membrane distillation set-up. Finally, schematics have been drawn up in order to gradually develop the pilot-laboratory scale desalination unit, which is the third objective of the project.

Company Mentor:
Nikolaos Kanellopoulos
www.ecotech.gr

Scientific Mentor:
George Pilatos

Conferences
- 12th PanHellenic Scientific Conference for Chemical Engineering, Athens, 2019
FOSTIRA FLORENTIA

Genetic Signatures Detected by Next Generation Sequencing on Ovarian Cancer Navigate Towards Precision Medicine

The purpose of our study is to identify damaging variants in genes that can lead to defects of DNA repair by homologous recombination (HR) in epithelial ovarian cancer (OC) patients, through which the ideal candidates for Poly (adenosine diphosphate-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitor therapies, can be selected. In fact, the recent data of the Phase III clinical trial, SOLO1, suggest a remarkable impact on patient survival when these inhibitors come in the first line of treatment in newly diagnosed OC patients.

We have already completed the comprehensive analysis of genomic DNA from 578 epithelial OC patients for mutations in 94 genes that are involved in DNA repair. In addition to that, we have collected and assessed for somatic BRCA1 & BRCA2 mutations, 121 tumors from OC patients that had negative germline testing. Overall, 25.4% of the patients tested, carried germline loss-of-function (LoF) variants, of which the vast majority involves mutations in HR genes. Interestingly, beyond BRCA1/2 BRIP1, TP53, NBN, FANCA, RECQL4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, ERCC2 and SLX4, which were the most frequently identified. Subsequent tumor analysis resulted in the identification of damaging BRCA1/2 variants in a further 11.5% of the OC tested. This is an ongoing study, but the results to date are outstanding, with approximately one in three of OC patients tested prospect to be good candidates for therapies targeting defective DNA repair through HR.

In vivo imaging techniques for bone tissue engineering”, ID JTE-Jan-19-0006, in press

The Industrial Fellowship Postdoc program objectives focus on the promotion of new preclinical imaging products and the offer of unique joint imaging services, particular focusing in nanomedicine research provided by BIOEMTECH as well as on the development of a commercial radiolabelling kit for nanoparticles supplied by NCSR D. Research activities carried out so far, cover the following areas: (i) The extensive evaluation of BIOEMTECH’S small animal imaging systems (y-eye and β-eye) through imaging studies on normal and/or pathological small animal models (mice) administered with SPECT (99mTc-labelled) and PET (18F-/68Ga-labelled) radiopharmaceuticals respectively, for enhancing their performance on hardware and software level. (ii) The creation of a price list regarding imaging services to be provided by BIOEMTECH and the establishment of imaging workflows in accordance to similar activity centers. (iii) The radiolabelling of hybrid magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) validated in the frame of ongoing H2020 projects run by BIOEMTECH and the standardization of a ligand-mediated labelling methodology for MNPs taking into account the expertise of NCSR “D”. The project is implemented according to the initial plan and all goals have been met. One small alteration in the sequence of activities has been made though. A highest priority was given to the evaluation of the β-eye system, since it became apparent that it was of a high marketing importance for the product to be finalized earlier than scheduled. Thus, β-eye was completed ahead of its deadline and the completion of the tomographic module of the γ-eye system was scheduled for the next semester.
The polysaccharide-clay nanocomposite (PCN), is a class of materials with high scientific and industrial interest. PCN have a multitude of applications as fillers, packaging materials absorbers, medical implants and drug delivery materials etc. The study of their properties by means of molecular modeling techniques requires the access of large lengths and timescales and therefore the use of a coarser description level is necessary. The development of a tool that provides a link between the atomistic and coarser representations was essential in the study of PCN and was also one the primary objectives set by Scienomics.

Such a tool for systematic coarse-graining of atomistic systems has been developed and integrated in the software distributed by Scienomics (MAPS). The tool, called VOTCA (Versatile Object-Oriented Toolkit for Coarse-graining Applications), is available as a plugin of the MAPS 4.3 program and implements established coarse-graining techniques, such as iterative Boltzmann inversion and force matching that can generate of CG models and force-fields for any given atomistic system.

With the use of the aforementioned methods, the construction of a CG representation for the composite materials of a PCN has been achieved. The PCN material that has been chosen for study contains starch, as the polysaccharide and kaolinite as the clay mineral. Based on atomistic simulations of starch and kaolinite, new CG force-fields have been calculated for the two systems. The remaining step is the coarse-grained study of the amylose-kaolinite system in order to observe its mechanical properties and swelling behaviour.
Routing Optimization in Maritime Industry: Coupling Data Mining with Machine Learning Algorithms in the Context of a Non-Convex Regulated Regression Estimated Problem

dkaklis@iit.demokritos.gr

The initial objectives / targets that were set for the first two years of the PhD process are presented below:

Year 1: Survey of the relevant literature to determine current trends regarding methodologies and data handling. It is critical that this survey will be informative regarding which types of ship-upgrades would constitute sound return on investment, an issue which will affect subsequent decisions.

Year 2: Study and implement innovative machine-learning models and algorithms to predict exergy maximization, aiming to push the boundaries of the operational and algorithmic state-of-the-art. Experimental evaluations will be compared to corresponding baselines. This study will also focus on the accuracy of the model to be implemented and its efficiency compared to the overall cost of the implementation.

Currently, a series of experiments conducted with industrial data provided by DANAOS, indicated the existence of a strong correlation between RPM of the engine and the overground speed V of the ship. In this connection, it was decided to investigate the possibility of developing a prediction method that is based on this 2D feature vector, namely (RPM(t),V(t)), which would enable the operator avoiding high-cost measurement investments as well as computational tools based on high-dimensional feature vectors.
KATOPODIS THEODOROS

Assessing Climate Change Resilience in Hellenic Petroleum Facilities

tkatopo@ipta.demokritos.gr

The main scope of this project is the establishment of a consolidated methodological approach that will determine the resilience of HELPE selected facilities against climate risks, through an innovative framework for supporting the HELPE Infrastructure's resilience to climate pressures. The overall methodology was built on the development of a process based analysis for the selected facilities, based on the analysis of its constituent assets and of the corresponding critical interconnected and interdependent processes in within oil infrastructure (OI) caused by climate hazards, and identifies the related impacts on the OI processes and performance. So far a classification of the OI and its assets critical services in accordance with their design threshold and their interconnections, the direct and indirect impacts (as a result of climate hazards), and the study of the climate drivers and hazards has already been performed. A thorough analysis of existing literature review, design standards and operational parameters has already been completed, based on previous research at a global level, design standards and operational parameters of the climate impacts to the assets of the OI in order to identify the related Critical Infrastructures (CI) critical event parameters and CI exposure. Hence, a preliminary version of the workbook presenting the sensitivity matrix developed for HELPE facilities, as a part of the holistic CI risk assessment model pertaining to climate hazards was delivered. Main scope of this workbook is to determine the precise climate dependent causal relationship between CI assets, which comprises the basic modelling element for the determination of a risk propagation framework for CI. In that direction, one from the starting points of this methodological analysis has been the capturing, processing and visualization of climate data and related hazards, providing also a linkage between climate parameters/hazards and oil industry's sector, developing an OI hazard threshold matrix, containing CI related design thresholds, with the aim to define the oil sector exposure to climate risks.

KOSMADAKIS GEORGE

Integrated Solutions for Low Temperature Waste Heat Recovery and Exploitation in Industrial Processes

gkosmad@ipta.demokritos.gr

The core objective of the project is to develop advanced processes and integrated configurations for exploiting the industrial waste heat. Focus is given on low-temperature heat (below 100 oC), with the aim to increase energy efficiency. The project primarily deals with the development of high-temperature heat pumps for upgrading the waste heat. An advancement of this set-up for improving the system flexibility is to use a reversible unit for either heat-to-upgraded heat or heat-to-power, and thus conclude to a reversible (high-temperature) heat pump/organic Rankine cycle. The work is conducted according to the initial scheduling. The potential for waste heat exploitation in EU industry has been finalized (Month 1-6), with the main results published in a journal paper (see next). This has been also expanded for the marine sector, after a request by the participating Company. The next activity concerned research on possible fluids and nanomaterials (nanorefrigerants) that can be used in heat pumps (Month 4-15), which has been completed successfully, leading to a preparation and submission of a journal paper (see next). The core work of this project is about the in-depth analysis of the high-temperature heat pump itself (Month 13-30), which is currently progressing with the first results already available. The other main activities concern the: (1) investigation of the reversible heat pump/ORC unit (Month 25-39) with some first results to be presented in ORC2019 conference (see next), and (2) the detailed cost-benefit analysis with some preliminary cost analysis already included in all previous activities.

Publications

• EU-CIRCLE methodological approach for assessing the resilience of the interconnected critical infrastructures of the virtual city scenario to climate change, Energetika 64 (1), 2018
• Assessment of climate change impacts on wind resource characteristics and wind energy potential in Greece, Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy (entered the editorial process), 2019
• A review of oil sector impacts to climate change,Infrastructures - Open Access Journal (entered the editorial process), 2019

Conferences

• 14th International Conference on Meteorology, Climatology and Atmospheric Physics, Alexandroupolis, Greece, 2018

Conferences

• 5th International Seminar on ORC Power Systems (ORC2019), Athens, September 2019

Publications


Other distinctions

• H2020 Grant for the project Renewables for Clean Energy Buildings in a Future Power System
KOTSILITIS SARANTIS

Hardware Accelerated Energy Disaggregation for Energy Efficiency and Predictive Maintenance Applications

This project aims to develop novel tools for energy disaggregation and monitoring of device health status. These tools will perform analysis of complex energy load time-series using real-time pattern recognition/matching and hardware accelerated algorithms, and will transmit the recognised events to a main server.

During its first 20 months, the project has successfully achieved the milestones set in the proposal. Following the initial training of the Fellow–also involving the review of cutting edge methodologies and current trends–, a prototype was developed for High frequency sampling of energy data. Deployment of the prototype to a commercial building has so far provided over 1Tb of energy consumption and ground truth data. In parallel, the Fellow analysed publicly available datasets using tailor-made neural network algorithms for energy disaggregation and supervised approaches for device classification. The work proceeded to signal processing methods, to analyse the different open data and the expanding dataset of the project. Current work involves fine-tuning the algorithms and deploying them on FPGA devices, to achieve hardware acceleration and develop a first version of the FPGA implementation in the coming months. The project team is now actively pursuing industrial pilots to deploy the sampling devices, and to collect a large and heterogeneous set of energy load data from wind turbine, chemical plant, commercial building etc. machinery. During the next couple of years, these data will support the design, development and implementation of networks of distributed agents and their collective logic, to enable predictive maintenance applications under Industry 4.0.

KOYMPOURI DIMITRA

Development of Novel Cement Clinkers with Low Carbon Footprint for Industrial Production

The purpose of the current project is to investigate the production of novel, eco-friendly cement clinkers, with equivalent or improved service (performance) properties compared to the conventional Portland (OPC). Towards this direction, the design, production and hydration mechanism of Belite Calcium SulfoAluminate cement clinker (BCSA), was studied. More specific and in accordance with the objectives of the project:

- The design of raw mixes for the production of different types of BCSA cement clinkers, was implemented. For that purpose the evaluation of a variety natural raw materials was performed and the comprehensive assessment on the valorisation of selected solid by-products as alternative raw materials, carried out.
- The production parameters of the clinker (firing temperature and time, phase changes etc.) were established and linked with the mineralogy development and quality of the produced BCSA clinker, main parameters for the performance of the cement.
- In the frame of applied research for the industrial scale production of BCSA cement, the abovementioned scientific results provided the essential information for the prediction of the high temperature phases in relation with mineralogy of raw materials and firing conditions and contributed to the 1st industrial production trial of eco-friendly BCSA cement by TITAN S.A.
- Furthermore, initial studies on the hydration mechanism of the laboratory produced cement and its physic/mechanical properties have been carried out.
- Finally, up to now have been achieved a strong reinforcement of the bonds and interaction between academia and industry partners by combining the complementary qualities of both sectors.
The main objective of this project is to develop and test a novel aerosol drug-delivery approach using combination drug-excipient submicrometer particles which may offer high deposition efficiency in the lungs and minimal losses in the mouth-throat region. The hygroscopic behaviour of aerosols has been studied widely, perhaps most extensively by atmospheric physicists and industrial hygienists, who examined the behaviour of pollutants following inhalation. Aerosol growth can be achieved using a method known as excipient enhanced growth (EEG).

The first task of this project will aim at investigating the effects of EEG formulation variables (excipient type, drug-excipient ratio, drug type and aerosol generation device) on the aerosol hygroscopic growth characteristics of combination drug and excipient sub-micrometer aerosols from solution formulations using online particle sizing experiments.

To this direction, a Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyser (HTDMA), designed to measure size-resolved aerosol hygroscopic properties, is currently under installation based on an existed configuration which is going to be improved in order to produce high quality experimental data. At the same time, the installation of an experimental setup based on a Berner cascade impactor has been completed and is ready for the conduction of mass particle sizing experiments on drug aerosols of specific synthesis indicated by our partners in Chiesi Ltd (UK). Reference drugs have already been sent to our lab from our partners.

The project has been modified at the request of the participating company (SUK Hellas Ltd), which was formally submitted for approval to NCSR "Demokritos" on February 14, 2018. NCSR re-sent the proposal for evaluation and the modified proposal was finally approved on September 2018. The project has undergone a drastic alteration in content, in what concerns the objectives, work packages, deliverables and time schedule. However, one of the two the main scopes of the program, which pertain to carbon dioxide capture from flue gas by using composite nanostructured membranes and materials, remained broadly the same as the previous content of the project. The new title of the project is “Novel Hybrid Membrane system for Capture of Carbon Dioxide (CO2-HMC)”. The modified workplan includes new objectives which are related to development and characterization of ZIF/GO and ZIF/MWCNTs nanocomposite adsorbents and nanofillers, evaluation of their CO2 absorption capacity, development and testing of novel GO/ZIF/Polyethyleneimine and MWCNTs/Polyethyleneimine hollow fiber Mixed Matrix Membranes (MMMs) for CO2 separation from flue gas, testing of the developed MMMs utilizing a lab-scale hybrid VTSA/membrane process unit. Mixed matrix membranes based on commercial and in-house prepared polymers and composite nanofillers has been performed and tested during the second year of the project. It is noted that the decision of the company and the company’s supervisor was that I should be engaged and deal mostly with a European H2020 project in which the company participates as an industrial partner and WP leader.

Conferences
- 2nd International Conference on Membrane Science and Technology, London, UK, 2018

Other Distinctions
The work so far has been organized in 7 workpackages as following:

1. Gel dosimetry refinement,
2. Phantoms construction and geometric accuracy evaluation,
3. Small-photon field dosimetry,
4. TCP-NTCP calculations,
5. Personalized-PTPV, GNP’s role evaluation,
6. Comparison between experimental data and data from Monte Carlo simulations and general management,
7. Results dissemination.

According to the time-plan so far the first three and fifth workpackages are completed, and that resulted in the publication of my basic scientific research for my PhD thesis.

We are currently in the process of inter-comparing our experimental data with Monte Carlo simulations. We are also planning an experiment for the GNP’s role evaluation that will be completed within the next six months.
Within the framework of the project, the following procedures have been performed:

- Sea water sampling preparation (Copper Ferrocyanide filters creation, construction of a metal table-top sampler)
- Sea water samplings in Corinth Gulf and Lemnos Island.
- Radiochemical analyses for 137Cs in sea water samples using the Ammonium Phosphomolybdate ion-exchange method and 134Cs as carrier and yield tracer. The samples were from Souda Bay, Corinth Gulf and Lemnos. Also Copper Ferrocyanide filters, taken from Corinth Gulf and Lemnos were treated in the laboratory.
- Gamma spectrometry measurements are performed using a Canberra High Purity Germanium detector (HPGe) with an efficiency of 90% relative to a 3'' X 3'' NaI(Tl) detector. The resolution is 2.1 keV at the 1.33 MeV photopeak of 60Co and it is coupled to an 8k Multi Channel Analyser. Efficiency calibration of the detector has been achieved by the use of a Multi Gamma Source (with the isotopes being evenly distributed in a pillbox type container using a resin matrix substrate) covering the whole energy range from 60 keV to 1840 keV. Measurements are performed using exactly the same geometry settings.
- Obtainment of satellite images from ESA (SMOS and Sentinel-3) and NASA (TERRA, AQUA, SNPP-VIIRS, AVHRR and SeaWiFS). Also CMEMS model products were used. Then the marine parameters SST, SSS, Chlor_A, PIC, POC, iPAR, PAR, MLD, NO3, PO4, PHYC, O2, SP, CO2 and pH were retrieved using SNAP and SeaDAS software.
- Regression analyses (linear, binomial, MLR) between 137Cs activity concentrations and remote sensing marine data (1993-2018) using Origin software. The regressions were performed by region, per year and per period (cold-warm).

Company Mentor:
Theodoros Vakkas
www.getmap.eu

Scientific Mentor:
Heleny Florou

--

Based on the submitted proposal, the following tasks have been achieved until now:

- Intercalation of GO was achieved, using amines, in order to create nanofiltration membranes for ion separation and other uses. Intercalation of GO was one of the main targets, in order to find an easy and controlled method to enlarge the interlayer distance of the GO layers. The permeability and sorption capacity will be examined.
- Also the functionalization of GO sheets with copper using solvothermal methods has been tested. Copper acetate and copper chloride were used as Cu2+ sources. Various forms of GO were tested at various conditions in order to achieve higher concentration of Cu.
- Reduction of GO was used as another method for easier production of graphene. Four reducing agents were successfully used in various temperatures and duration.
- An effort has been made to directly functionalize graphite with a simple and cost effective method, as an alternative solution to graphene functionalization.
- Finally, one step electrochemical exfoliation of graphite has been applied using two different ionic liquids, in different ratios and various voltages in order to produce graphene. The properties of the materials produced are under examination and more experiments will be conducted.

So far, over 100 samples related to work packages have been prepared. The preparation and submission of two EU programs H2020 has been completed. The first paper for dissemination of the results is being prepared and it is estimated to be ready for submission on July 2019.

Company Mentor:
Konstantinos Kleisiotis
www.suk.gr

Scientific Mentor:
Christos Trapalis

---

Conferences:

- 27th Hellenic Nuclear Physics Symposium (HNPS 2018) held on Athens, Greece, 2018
- ESA Living Planet Symposium 2019 (LPS2019) held on Milan, Italy, 2019
The purpose of this project is to elucidate the effects of nanobubble suspensions, produced with prototype NB generators, and study the nanobubble formation, size distribution, coalescence, stability and dynamic behavior. Consequently, new knowledge will be gained regarding the properties of nanobubbles and their applications on cleaning and preventing depositions on stainless steel (SS) and ceramic surfaces.

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and ζ-potential measurements were conducted in order to find the optimal process conditions regarding the desired size distribution and stability. The studied parameters were the gas flow, temperature and working time. Also, the effect of salinity, gas type and pH was examined. Subsequently, experiments on the wetting properties of bulk NBs suspensions were carried out; the Drop Shape Analysis (DSA) technique was employed to determine the contact angle (CA) of NBs@air and NBs@O2 on standard glass surfaces. The results were promising as it was observed that in both cases, the CA was significantly reduced in comparison with H2O.

It has been shown that micro-nanobubbles are able to generate free radicals during their collapse, in the absence of a dynamic stimuli. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) measurements confirmed that NBs@air and NBs@O2, produce small amounts of free radicals. This finding, is considered important as free radicals are known to be involved in many biological processes as well as in cleaning mechanisms.
Although rapid technological advances have led to a more precise delivery of radiation dose and to a decreased risk of side effects, there is still a significant need for personalized treatment to be achieved through the development of predictive tools that may guide therapy decisions. Indeed, the identification of patients that are sensitive or resistant to RT could be used as a basis for tuning the appropriate therapeutic radiation dose for individual patients, optimizing thus the therapeutic gain in cancer treatment. The aim of this study is to validate the G2-chromosomal radiosensitivity assay (G2-assay) and to investigate the potential of combining radiation therapy with G2/M-checkpoint abrogators in vitro, e.g. caffeine or hyperthermia, to overcome radiation resistance of tumours and examine the molecular mechanisms involved. During the reporting period G2-chromosomal radiosensitivity of peripheral blood lymphocytes from 13 patients with a diverse range of cancers and 5 healthy donors was estimated by means of the G2-assay. The Individual Radiosensitivity Parameter (IRP) was calculated representing the difference between the two yields of chromatid breaks obtained, after in vitro irradiation of cultured lymphocytes during G2- to M-phase transition, with and without inactivation of G2-checkpoint by means of caffeine and hyperthermia. The radiosensitizing potential of G2/M checkpoint inhibitors was also examined. In addition, the efficiency of advanced radiotherapy techniques such as VMAT and IMRT delivered by Elekta linear accelerators, using phantoms in conjunction with conventional as well as advanced cytogenetic techniques including Premature Chromosome Condensation is currently investigated.

The first part of the PhD was mainly focused on the literature review. The properties of the candidate detector LaBr3(Ce) (linearity, internal background, resolution, efficiency and temperature dependence) were investigated and the detector proved to be appropriate for the specific application. The detector has better energy resolution compared to other scintillators (< 3% at 137Cs), there is no need for nitrogen cooling and has better efficiency compared to HPGe detectors. NORM nuclides were studied (γ-spectrometry, applications and legislation). Also, destructive and non-destructive characterization methods for NORM waste in industrial activities were examined (γ-spectrometry, XRD/ XRF techniques and Monte Carlo simulation techniques). The second part of the thesis was dedicated to the calibration of the scintillation detector LaBr3(Ce). Energy and resolution calibration was carried out experimentally by using several point sources. Regarding the efficiency calibration, a semi-empirical calibration method for NORM samples measurement was developed based on a combination of experimental gamma spectrometry measurements and MCNPX simulations by using four reference multi-nuclide volume sources made of epoxy material of different densities (0.5, 0.9, 1.5 and 2.0 g/cc). The aim of this work is to provide us with full energy peak efficiency calibration curves in a wide photon energy range which is of particular importance when selected photon energies of 234Th, 214Pb, 214Bi, 228Ac, 208Tl and 226Ra are to be analyzed for accurate quantitative determination of the natural radionuclides. Furthermore, factors that affect NORM samples analysis, such as LaBr3(Ce) internal background and peak interferences, were considered. Nominal NORM samples originating from oil industries as well as phosphorite reference samples were analyzed for evaluation of the technique.
The project focuses on transceiver design for 5G systems and has the following two main aims:

- To design a low-complexity receiver based on frequency-domain equalization that is able to operate satisfactorily under common hardware impairments, such as carrier phase offset, phase noise, carrier frequency unsynchronization, and symbol-timing unsynchronization. Both single stream and multi-stream transmission, through the use of multiple antennas in the latter, are of interest [M1-M24].
- To provide the algorithmic design of a beamsteering transmission system that is going to be based on the hybrid precoding principle that is more affordable than the fully digital design [M25-M36].

Based on the above objectives, the tasks related to the first two years of the project have been largely achieved. In particular, during the 1st year of the project the Industrial Fellow focused on single-stream transmission and realized the design of a receiver based on frequency-domain equalization that operates under the aforementioned hardware impairments. During the 2nd year of the project, the Fellow has focused on the study of multistream transmission and the design of the corresponding receiver that is based on frequency-domain equalization. This study is ongoing and is expected to be completed by M24.
Computational Nanometrology with Applications in Nanoelectronics and Nanotechnology

The project's objective is the development of theoretical and computational methods for the characterization of micro and nanostructures through the analysis and simulation of microscopy images. The nanostructures to be investigated derive either from the semiconductor industry, or other areas of nanotechnology such as surfaces, biomaterials, photonics, particles etc. The target is to provide the computational tools for the accurate and complete metrology of the morphological complexity of such nanostructures. The project will focus on and add value to: a) the measurement accuracy, b) the morphological complexity of nanostructures. Up to this point and towards the first aim, methods and algorithms have been developed for synthesizing and analyzing “line-space” pattern SEM images. The roughness of such patterns is an important factor, as it determines the operational performance of transistors and a very critical issue in SEM metrology is the presence of noise that distorts information. By investigating the overall effect of the different sources of SEM image noise, an already used and widely accepted (by the industry) method (based on the power spectral density) has been refined and a new one (based on the height to height correlation function) has been developed. Both of them working in parallel have shown promising results and are already implemented in Nannomaris commercialized software (nanoLERTM). On the same path, a machine learning technic (utilizing Hidden Markov Models) is being developed, in an effort to create smart metrology tools and algorithms that will aid and amplify the existing techniques, in terms of accuracy and completeness.

Membranes for Stevia Glycosides Separation and Purification

Stevia is a major source of noncaloric sweeteners for the growing natural food market. The major drawbacks are the bitterness and characteristic aftertaste of steviol glycosides. The objective of this project is to design and develop membranes for the separation and purification of undesirable steviol glycosides targeting high yield, higher efficiency and lower operating cost. The first step of the project is the analysis of steviol glycosides. The major components of the stevia leaves are the stevioside (5-10 %), rebaudioside A (2-4 %), rebaudioside C (1-2 %), and dulcoside A (0.4-0.7 %) and the minor are rebaudioside B, rebaudioside D, steviolbioside and rubusoside. All the steviol glycosides were characterized by HPLC chromatography, identifying their bands by calibration curves. The following step is the preparation and characterization of hollow fiber membranes. According to this step, the development of novel membranes for steviol glycosides separation and purification based on the high removal efficiency of unpleasant glycosides (dulcoside A, rebaudioside C and rubusoside) The removal effect is depended on the polymer membrane material which exhibits high affinity, selectivity and absorption with regards to steviol glycosides. The styrene-DVB was the suitable polymer among the other polymers (such as, PEI, Trilon, polyamide, polyethersulfone), which were tested about the steviol glycosides sorption. The preparation of hollow fiber membranes took place by polyimide and styrene-DVB. The absorption measurements were showed promising results for the steviol glycosides separation/purification.
Up to this point, the PhD candidate has performed a thorough study of the theoretical basis surrounding data representations and machine learning models. Specifically, literature on local and distributed representations, shallow and deep learning models, representation learning and hand-crafted approaches has been covered, grounded by an examination of fundamentals of computational learning.

Following this theoretical preparation, research work began, focusing on popular representation and learning models for multiple modalities as well as multimodal approaches. At this point, an initial focus has been set on the text modality, with an additional emphasis on approaches that introduce semantic information in the learning pipeline. Bag-based methods, post-processing representation learning techniques as well as deep neural language models that generate word, document and sense embeddings in an end-to-end fashion were examined. Semantic augmentation techniques covered include learning objective modifications, feature combination strategies, embedding fine-tuning as well as sense-aware representation extraction.

This body of research is being compiled and catalogued into a survey study, focused on semantically-enriched text representation methods for classification, to be added to the considerable number of scientific publications achieved as a result of the project progress thus far. Additionally, the codebase used in experimental evaluations performed as a part of the above contributions is bundled in a software package, a tool under continuous development and improvement that enables fast and out-of-the-box large-scale experimentation on popular text datasets.
The project’s main objective consists of developing a cost-effective, intelligent and IoT aware surveillance platform able to detect anomalous incidents in an urban environment; incidents that can be viewed/interpreted as indicators for possible threats to critical facilities, infrastructures and people. In this direction, the technical objectives are to: a) Design and build a novel low-cost embedded framework with local intelligence and real-time alert categorization based on the utilisation of data stemming from various types of IoT sensors (e.g., cameras, CBRN etc.); b) Design and develop a deployment framework that will support the hosting of third-party analytics algorithms (e.g., intrusion detection, bag snatching, etc.); c) Design, implement and deploy a hybrid, Video Surveillance as a Service (VSaaS); d) Develop a visual analytics framework for strengthening decision making mechanisms; and e) Validate and evaluate the proposed platform/solution exploiting both a lab testbed and a pilot deployed inside the campus of NCSR Demokritos.

Currently, a prototype of a low-cost embedded system where USB and IP cameras can forward their data streams for being analysed. Further to that an analytics deployment framework based on the Docker framework has been implemented. As far as it concerns the cloud based VSaaS, a prototype of the back-end system has been implemented. The front-end is still under development. For the visual analytics the skeleton of the system has been designed and a proof of concept prototype has been implemented. Finally, a lab testbed located at FN’s premises has been implemented for testing and validating the so far implemented prototype systems.

Company Mentor: 
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Other Distinctions
- Grant for the project Innovative technologies and IoT tools for safeguarding cultural heritage monuments against climate change impacts | Smart-HerITag, Agreement No T6YBF-00259.

Conferences
- Conference of the German Society for Mass Spectrometry (DGMS), Rostock, Germany, 2019
A Communication Plan to define the means and methodologies of communication among partners (NCSRD/DBC/ELFON) has been established during the project. A well-balanced allocation of the Industrial Adjunct Researcher time has been followed according to the initial proposal phase.

Additionally, the Task 2.1 (Identification of Building Categories) has been completed. In general, four categories of buildings (industrial, residential, special, tourist) have been identified. The most common energy requirements are heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting. The Task focused also on technology introduction in various sectors including a stand-alone smart hybrid RES/hydrogen power system for transport applications (PV/hydrogen filling station). Hydrogen fueling stations (HRS) are one of the most important parts of the distribution infrastructure required to support the operation of hydrogen vehicles. Thus, Task 2.2 (System Modelling & Simulation) & Task 2.3 (Energy Performance Assessment) are being focused on stand-alone hybrid RES/HRS systems. That was a common decision between the adjunct researcher, the NCSRD group and the participating companies (DBC, ELFON) as it reflects current international trends and expressed interest by many stakeholders. That is also the case for the rest WPs and their associated Tasks (i.e. WP3 – System Specification & design, WP4 – Technical, Environmental & Economic Assessment & WP5 – Strategic Market Analysis) where the work is currently focused on smart hybrid RES/HRS units.

The project is advancing according to the technical program. Research activities has been performed for the isolation of biocompounds, the development of biodegradable nanofibers as well as the design and development of chemical sensors for the food packaging.

- The optimization of the isolation of the bioactive compounds (WP1) from the industrial fruit waste, has been completed. Ultrasound and microwave assisted extractions were applied under different extraction conditions. Green solvents, as well as, deep eutectic solvents were used during the extractions. The total phenolic content and the antioxidant activity of the extracts were determined. The best performed extracts were used in WP2.
- The development of biodegradable nano-fibers (WP2) enhanced with the bioactive compounds from the industrial waste through electrohydrodynamic process, is at the final stage. Three types of matrices are used for the encapsulation of the extracted phenolic compounds: zein, β-cyclodextrin and chitosan. The electrohydrodynamic process was applied in the Tetrapak packaging of Aspis juices under different conditions, such as the voltage, the flow rate of the extract and the matrix and the tip to target distance.
- The development of the chemical sensors (WP3), is in progress. A thorough study about the indicators of juice spoilage that can be detected by the chemical sensors, as well as, of the proper materials for the development of the sensors, was performed. It is concluded that graphene oxide and zinc oxide sensors, which detect the modifications in CO2 concentration and pH, are critical indicators of quality, freshness and shelf life of juices.
2D metal carbide nanocrystals were successfully synthesized and characterized with respect to their crystallinity, morphology, chemical composition, electronic structure, etc. Titanium carbides with typical 2D morphology were obtained using industrially applicable chemical route that is one of the project’s objectives. Composites with other 2D materials such as CNTs, TiO2 nanosheets etc were developed as planned. The EM shielding and photocatalytic properties of pure metal carbide nanocrystals and their composites were investigated. The measured up to now EM shielding efficiency and de-NOx activity are promising. The stability of the materials’ dispersions in water and organic media was also investigated as they will be further incorporated in industrial formulations for the targeted applications. The first milestone that is stable dispersion with specific concentration was reached. In fact, the stability in organic solvent exceeded 3 months period. Also, it was found that spontaneous oxidation occurs in water and presence of oxygen that is unfavorable for the EM shielding, but beneficial for the photocatalytic activity as the metallic character of the MXenes was shifted to semiconducting (Eg 3.2 eV). As a next step, efficient protection against oxidation will be pursued to preserve the EM shielding properties. The composites will be further optimized in order to be incorporated in industrial formulations for EM shielding and photocatalytic coatings. All deliverables were produced as planned. Selected results were published in the form of paper and oral presentation. Six research projects were submitted and two were selected for funding.

Company Mentor: Ioannis Arabatzis
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TODOROVA NADIA
Novel 2D Nanocrystals for Smart Coatings Applications 2D NanoSmart
n.todorova@inm.demokritos.gr

2D metal carbide nanocrystals were successfully synthesized and characterized with respect to their crystallinity, morphology, chemical composition, electronic structure, etc. Titanium carbides with typical 2D morphology were obtained using industrially applicable chemical route that is one of the project’s objectives. Composites with other 2D materials such as CNTs, TiO2 nanosheets etc were developed as planned. The EM shielding and photocatalytic properties of pure metal carbide nanocrystals and their composites were investigated. The measured up to now EM shielding efficiency and de-NOx activity are promising. The stability of the materials’ dispersions in water and organic media was also investigated as they will be further incorporated in industrial formulations for the targeted applications. The first milestone that is stable dispersion with specific concentration was reached. In fact, the stability in organic solvent exceeded 3 months period. Also, it was found that spontaneous oxidation occurs in water and presence of oxygen that is unfavorable for the EM shielding, but beneficial for the photocatalytic activity as the metallic character of the MXenes was shifted to semiconducting (Eg 3.2 eV). As a next step, efficient protection against oxidation will be pursued to preserve the EM shielding properties. The composites will be further optimized in order to be incorporated in industrial formulations for EM shielding and photocatalytic coatings. All deliverables were produced as planned. Selected results were published in the form of paper and oral presentation. Six research projects were submitted and two were selected for funding.
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TOLIAS ILIAS
Turbulent Combustion Modelling for Explosion Safety Assessment in Real Scale Industrial Geometries
tolias@ipta.demokritos.gr

Safety assessment of potential explosion accidents is conducted in industrial areas where flammable gases are processed in order to predict the resulting explosion overpressures. This assessment is usually carried out using simple integral codes. The purpose of the project is to use the more advanced and accurate Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method in order to improve the predictive capabilities in explosion scenarios in complex industrial areas. A novel combustion model developed in Demokritos is further improved and validated. The comparison with the experiments conducted so far has revealed very accurate predictive capabilities. Real case scenarios in the area of Hellenic Petroleum refinery was selected to be simulated. For the accurate representation of the geometry, 3D laser scanning is a complex area of the refinery was conducted. Geometry details are crucial due to the turbulence that is generated resulting in flame acceleration and pressure increase. The accurate representation of the geometry in the major asset of the CFD method compared to the simple integral codes that are currently used.

Company Mentor: Asterios Lialios
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Publications
• Analysis of a medium-scale hydrogen experiment, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 43 (52), 23568-23584

Other Distinctions
• Development of advanced computational models of high accuracy for consequence analysis of flammable gases dispersion and explosion, "Researchers support emphasizing in young researchers grant – Second call", Hellenic republic, Ministry of Economy and Development, 2019.
Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is a major chronic complication in diabetic subjects that develops in 20–40% of patients with Type1 or Type2 Diabetes Mellitus and represents the leading cause of end-stage renal disease. Several observations specify that renal podocyte depletion is an early pathological feature in patients with diabetes and animal models of diabetes could be considered as a hallmark of human and experimental DN. The number of DN patients progressing to end-stage renal disease and requiring renal replacement therapy has continued to increase. The primary objective of the proposed program is to study the role of liraglutide, a long acting fatty acid-derivative of GLP-1, in isolated rat glomeruli cultured in the presence of normal (5mM) and diabetic (25mM) glucose levels. We observed no alterations in podocyte markers expression levels and the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, suggesting that liraglutide treatment in isolated rat glomeruli may not protect glomerular podocytes from glucose-induced apoptosis. The proposal focuses also on investigating the role of secreted condition media from human Amniotic Fluid Mesenchymal Stem Cells (CM-AF-MSC) in isolated rat glomeruli. Expression levels of nephrin and podocalyxin were rescued by CM-AF-MSC treatment and also the high-glucose-mediated apoptosis presented in isolated glomeruli was significantly decreased. Moreover, a comparative proteomic analysis (LC-MS/MS) was performed before and after CM-AF-MSC treatment. Proteins, such as transgelin, ankyrin-3, endophilin and TBRG4 that have a significant role in cell regulatory mechanisms, were identified. Further study is needed in order to extrapolate the molecular mechanisms involved in preventing podocyte and β-cell apoptosis.

Company Mentor: Olympios Papadimitriou
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**Podocyte and β Cell Survival Diabetes Mellitus: The Role of Liraglutide**

TROHATOU OURANIA
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Laboratory for the Research Cell and Matrix Pathobiology Institute of Biosciences and Applications

Scientific Mentor: Garyfallia Drossopoulou

Conferences
- 20th Hellenic Conference of Nephrology, May 2018, Athens, Greece
- 31st European Renal Cell Study Group meeting, March 2019, Korinthia, Greece

The overall aim of NanoFabulous fellowship is focused at the development of innovative nano-enabled technical textiles based on polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (PE). The first phase of the project’s methodology involved the development and suitable chemical functionalization of selected nano-structured fillers (namely, Graphene and Halloysite clay nanotubes). This aspect is a critical milestone for the successful development of the final end-products, since it would ensure the homogeneous dispersion of the additives within the selected polyolefin carriers, and allow the full exploitation of their unique properties originating from their nano-structure. At the same time, it would be avoided the formation of aggregates and/or agglomerates which are well-known to downgrade the performance and the final properties of the resulting nano-composites. Up to day, within this concept and in accordance with the fellowship’s work-plan, there have been successfully developed suitable derivatives of Halloysite clay nanotubes and Graphene. The development and evaluation of PP- and PE-based nanocomposites at lab-scale using those aforementioned nano-structured fillers is currently in progress and is expected to be concluded as scheduled. It is worth highlighting that given the industrial aspect of the project, special providence was taken in order all evaluated synthetic strategies and methodologies to be sustainable and fully compatible for large scale application. In this way, all findings and outcomes which will arise from evaluation at lower technology levels can be implemented at the upcoming, final phase of the project which involves the pilot scale evaluation.

Company Mentor: Christos Karageorgiou
www.thracegroup.com

**Innovative Nano-enabled Technical Fabrics by incorporation of advanced multi-functional fillers**
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STARTING DATE JUNE 2017
Food and water-borne infections are commonly caused by bacteria. Indeed, more than 90% of the cases of food poisoning are caused by bacteria. These bacteria are commonly found in many raw foods and if present even in small numbers they may cause illness. Very recently Legionella has been identified by the World Health Organization as the highest health burden of all waterborne pathogens in the European Union and many outbreaks are reported around the globe every year. The long delay between sampling and answer, and the resulting low frequency sampling, does not allow for early action to prevent legionella outbreaks, in facilities including recreation centers, hospitals, hotels, resorts and other places of public interest. The importance of developing more efficient water diagnostics for pathogens and faster analyses methods is recognized worldwide, and this is the opportunity this project aspires to fill in towards the realization of a lab-on-a-chip for L. pneumophila detection.

Target of the work during the first 9 months of the project:
1. Lab on a chip fabrication
2. Development of simpler and faster protocol for L. pneumophila detection on chip by a simple color change
3. Preparation of a new patent application

Company Mentor: Evangelos Gogolides
www.nanoplasmas.com

TSOUNIDI DIMITRA

Fast & accurate diaGnosis of sepsis At the point-of-care with Label-free bioSeNsOrs (GALINOS)

dimitratsounidi@gmail.com

Sepsis is one of the leading causes of death worldwide and its early diagnosis is very important for effective treatment and increase of survival chances. The GALINOS project aims at the development of a small size instrument based on a White Light Reflectance Spectroscopy (WLRS) biosensor for the rapid and accurate determination of three biomarkers related to sepsis diagnosis, C-reactive protein (CRP), procalcitonin (PCT), and interleukin-6 (IL-6). At first, non-competitive enzyme immunoassays for the three analytes have been developed in order to select for each analyte the appropriate antibody pairs and assay conditions. The assays developed were sensitive with detection limits of 0.01, 0.1, and 0.0025 ng/mL for CRP, PCT, and IL-6, respectively, and reliable (intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation < 6%). After that, single analyte assays have been developed to the WLRS platform. All assay parameters have been optimized including, the concentration of capture and detection antibody, the composition of the assay solutions, the duration of each of the assay step and the matrix for calibrators’ preparation. The assay developed have detection limits of 0.2, 1.0, 0.2 ng/mL CRP, PCT, and IL-6, respectively. Currently, the assays are evaluated using human serum samples samples provided by a collaborating diagnostic laboratory in order to compare the results with those determined for the same samples by standard methods. In addition, several approaches to increase the assays sensitivity are investigated. As soon as this is completed, the simultaneous determination of the three analytes using appropriately prepared sensors will be investigated.

Company Mentor: Ioannis Raptis
www.thenetmetris.com

Conferences
- EUROPT(R)ODE XIV conference, Naples, Italy, 2018
- Athens Conference on Advances in Chemistry, Athens, Greece, 2018

Publications
- Rapid and sensitive label-free determination of aflatoxin M1 levels in milk through a White Light Reflectance Spectroscopy immunosensor, Sensors & Actuators: B. Chemical 282, 2019
MiSleep is an interdisciplinary project aiming at the development of a non-invasive system for the effective treatment of Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) syndrome through transcutaneous electrical stimulation (ES) of the genioglossus muscle. During the first two years of the project we emphasized on the market evaluation and the exploitation plan, the integration possibilities of the system as well as the design and the specifications of its main parts, namely the sensing, triggering and signal processing part.

In particular, we have developed the first generation of flexible strain sensors aiming to monitor breathing and apnea/hypopnea events during sleep. The sensors comprise graphene nano-platelets (GNPs) and flexible substrates such as Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).

We also fabricated the ES part of the system, which is based on a control unit circuit and a commercially available transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) device for ensuring safety issues. After having studied the electrode characteristics and triggering patterns, we are currently scheduling first clinical tests on patients for the evaluation of the stimulation conditions.

Regarding the signal processing for the automation of the OSA treatment system, most of the machine learning algorithms that are used for the monitoring of sleep apnea events typically require long time periods in order to be efficient. We develop our algorithms using signals from open and anonymised databases of polysomnography (PSG) studies and home sleep tests. Special effort is given on effective real time processing and consideration of the sensors that may effectively contribute to a comfort and highly efficient system.

Company Mentor: Konstantinos Tsoutis
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The main goal of RACkET project is to develop a novel conductive composite with enhanced photocatalytic activity for the formulation of highly effective and enduring ecofriendly coatings for ships’ hulls.

During the second year, the primary focus of the research conducted was to efficiently combine and finely tune conductive and photocatalytic properties of the composite proposed in RACkET at both laboratory scale and in-field. Laboratory results would serve as a pilot formulation towards the development of the antifouling coating. After completing the preliminary field analysis, the Industrial PostDoc candidate, together with the Mentor of NCSR “Demokritos” and the Mentor of BFP Advanced Technologies, established the composite’s structural design. The current experimental scheme has been based on the conjunction of conductive nanorods decorated by nano-photocatalysts and carbon nanofibers (CNTs) filled with magnetic nanoparticles.

As a result of the work conducted so far, the project’s consortium has highlighted the importance of thorough dispersion of magnetite-carbon nanotubes (Fe3O4-CNTs) and of homogeneous distribution of polyaniline-titanium dioxide (PANI/TiO2) nanorods within the soluble matrix in order to enhance conductivity and to provide an additional functionality for the final coating. During the second experimental stage, the anti-fouling coating was non-toxic and that the total amount of primary colonizers and second colonizers, has been reduced in both static and docking conditions at a rate of about 71% and 62%, respectively. The in vitro screening results showed relatively low fouling phenomena in static conditions, and both antifouling and foul-release properties during ship’s movement.
The "SLICE" project is a joint Industrial Fellowships Program funded by Stavros Niarchos Foundation, between ThetaMetrisis S.A. company and NCSR "Demokritos". The technical objectives of the project are:
1. To provide a simple yet powerful surface analytical technique based on reflectance spectroscopy in a broad wavelength range (UV-Vis-NIR) and a variation of optical reflection microscopy. This would also advance the existing know-how of the industrial partner in thin-film characterization.
2. The development and validation of measuring and modelling tools to correlate the structural and optical characteristics of 2D materials in industrially relevant environments.

Within the first two years of the SLICE project, the research efforts directed towards the successful design, development and evaluation of the novel optical technique, and the production and launching of a new product in the semiconductor metrology market. During the first months, the final optical set-up assembly developed after testing numerous different configurations. Subsequently, a theoretical approach to solve the observed distorted reflectance spectra, was explored and implemented after experimentally confirmed. At the second year, the accuracy and precision of the system were evaluated on measurements upon several samples (both on 2D and thin/thick films). Special cases tested as well, like thickness measurements on Mo2C crystals of micrometer-sized diameter, biomolecular layer thickness determination for the detection of anti-bodies, reflectance and PL spectra of aluminum nanosquare metastructures, demonstrating successfully the powerful capabilities of the system. Consequently, a prototype developed and after extended tests, on March 2019, a new product (FR-μProbe) was launched in the market.

AMPOUMOGLI ASEM
Fabrication and Characterization of 3D Printed Thermoelectric and Magnetic Components for Smart Applications

The project aimed to investigate the production of specialty 3D printing filaments aimed at magnetic, dielectric and thermoelectric applications, taking advantage of the freedom afforded by 3D printing in generating complex geometries. Another one of the essential aims was to produce filaments that could be used with a typical 3D-printer thereby reducing the prototyping costs for developers in these specific fields.

We identified the raw materials needed for state-of-the-art applications and the relevant methodologies for producing composite 3D-printable filaments which would retain the desired technical properties of the raw materials, e.g. magnetic and dielectric properties.

Over the course of the one year of research, we developed innovative methods for the characterization and the production of the composite filaments, taking advantage of the research facilities and expertise available in NCSR Demokritos. After iterative testing appropriate methodologies were developed, leading to the successful production of printable composite filaments in the case of dielectric and magnetic filaments.
Detailed studying has been carried out towards choosing the appropriate materials to be utilized in the lab scale reactor, which could, also, prove ideal for large scale applications. After evaluation of the state of the art, it was concluded that the most common element for both hydrogen separation and methane reforming catalysis, used in membrane systems, is palladium most of the times alloyed with other metals. Its high price, thought, leads to the search of other metals, exhibiting familiar catalytic behavior, like nickel, as feasible alternatives. Based on that, we focused, not only on the comparison between nickel and palladium catalytic membranes for methane reforming applications, but also on the selection of the more suitable coating method.

A laboratory setup was designed and implemented, combining the spark discharge metal nanoparticle generator device, a membrane cell, a vacuum pump, two mass flow controllers. The initial permeability values of the tubular alumina membrane were determined, before coating it with cooper nanoparticles in the spark discharge generator setup. Cooper was chosen for preliminary deposition experiments, because of its extended availability and low price, which will be replaced with Ni, Pd, or Pt, later. Until now, repeated cycles of metal nanoparticles deposition have taken place, followed by membrane permeability measurements in-between, for optimization of the catalyst quantity applied.
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BOUKIS FILIPPOS
Compact membrane reactor combined with novel membrane in intensification systems to produce low-cost hydrogen from biogas
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Conferences
- 12th Panhellenic Conference Chemical Engineering, Athens, 2019

DOUSKOS VALSAMIS
Advanced Learning and Perception for Infrastructure Security (ALPIS)

The ALPIS project aims at developing novel methods in industrial-grade algorithms for efficiently fusing and analyzing multimodal visual data for monitoring critical infrastructures and for providing situation awareness in disaster management scenarios. On one hand, advancements of UAV/ ROV technology and optical sensors have increased their reliability and operativity for the acquisition of the data required for monitoring applications.

On the other hand, the development of advanced embedded computing solutions allows the use of cutting-edge recognition and reconstruction algorithms. The visual data will be derived from RGB, multispectral, thermal and short-wave infrared cameras, which will be integrated on UAWs (fixed-wing, or drones), ground vehicles and ROVs for maritime installations. The main contributions of the proposed project are:
- the in-time acquisition of short-range data for monitoring infrastructure elements and for now-casting using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAWs);
- the development of suitable algorithms for on-board processing for understanding and reacting in real-time to the environment using high-end embedded computing solutions;
- the introduction of novel approaches based on cutting-edge deep learning and 3D reconstruction techniques for off-line processing of the acquired data for now-casting and situation awareness regarding critical infrastructures.
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The ultimate goal of this project is the development of new, efficient multifunctional coatings systems for large areas coverage, possessing a rare combination of mechanical durability, weather stability and hydrophobic/self-cleaning/anti-icing properties.

Within the project the modification will be pursued through the incorporation of specially developed nanoadditives, mainly based on silica. Special attention will be given to the structural characteristics of silica nanoparticles and their surface functionalization, attaching appropriate functional groups that will impart poor water wetting to the final coating.

The advantage of using silica-based nanofillers is that they can easily lead to innovative materials with low cost, well-known surface chemistry, no toxicity, well-defined structure, mechanical robustness and UV stability.
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Advanced Multifunctional Coatings for Outdoor Applications

---

The overall objective of the project is to develop a new innovated system for medical dosimetry, using field effect transistors p-MOSFETs. The system will be used as a real time or passive dosimeter with special specifications in order to collect doses from electrons, photons and neutrons.

The benefit emerging from the implementation of the project is to fabricate a complete measurement system for medical dosimetry based on p-MOSFET with particular characteristics, such as low power consumption, small size and weight in order to be positioned everywhere even inside cavities. These characteristics are very important in medical applications especially in braxy-therapy.

The device will be fabricated by an innovated technology in order to be of high sensitivity to different types of radiations as it is the mixed field during the medical applications and capable to discriminate the different types of radiation.
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Dosimetry Using MOSFET

---

ENOTIADIS APOSTOLOS

Advanced Multifunctional Coatings for Outdoor Applications

FRAGOPOULOU MARIANTHI

Dosimetry Using MOSFET
The first step of the project was the preparation of biodegradable and bio-based composite materials, based on Polyactic Acid (PLA), through melt-blending and compression molding. After optimization of the processing route, in terms of the parameters of thermal processing, composite panels were successfully prepared. The reinforcements of PLA were (a) ceramic fire-clay, prepared into the lab and (b) basalt fibers (commercial product).

The next step was the chemical treatment of the reinforcements, in order to form covalent bonds at their surface and avoid hydrogen bonding with the polymer. Thus, matrix-fillers strong adhesion was acquired by treating the fillers with silane coupling agents. The procedure was firstly optimized in terms of the silane amount, treatment and drying time. Thermo-mechanical characterization of the composites was the most important tool for the evaluation of the treated composites, as there was significant improvement at the mechanical properties and the heat deflection temperature.

A critical aspect of bio-based/biodegradable materials is their durability. Due to their susceptibility to hydrolysis, their properties deteriorate even under moderate environmental conditions. After thorough study of the aging behavior of the prepared composites, polymeric carbodiimide additives (CDI) were successfully used as an additional agent, in order to delay the hydrolysis reaction. Indeed, by using a specific CDI grade, aging behavior was adequately tailored, paving the way for the gradual establishment of bio-composites to applications requiring durability.

In the first year of the Industrial PostDoc all the experiments were conducted with success and according to the schedule. The results were very encouraging and promising. Many of these results were published both in peer-reviewed paper and international conference as oral or poster presentations.

The last months, I am working in the company Biokosmos SA, so the fellowship clearly succeeded its aim.
Event processing has been established as a generic computational paradigm in a wide range of applications. Events report on state changes of a system and its environment, thereby enabling reactive and proactive computing. At the core of event processing systems is an event recognition mechanism. It is the ability of a system to detect events that are considered relevant for processing and, as such, is the basis of situation awareness.

The goal of this project is the development of generic event recognition technology that may be utilized for maritime surveillance. To deal with the lack of veracity, probabilistic reasoning techniques will be employed. To address data volume, velocity and distribution, novel algorithms for distributed reasoning under uncertainty will be developed. Moreover, to allow for proactivity, event forecasting techniques will be proposed.

The generic event recognition and forecasting technology will be evaluated using real data streams from the maritime domain.